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ABSTRACT 

The carbon steel electrodes were first treated by immersion in 0.1 M phenyl phosphonic acid 

(C6H5P(O)(OH)2, PPA) solution during 24 or 72 hours, then they were transferred into the 

corrosion test solution representing interstice pore electrolyte polluted by seawater: 

sat. Ca(OH)2 + 0.5M NaCl) to evaluate the protective effectiveness of the pre-treatment. The 

investigation was performed essentially by polarization curves and electrochemical 

impedance measurements with rotating disc electrode. Very high protective effect was 

observed with steel pre-treated during 72 hours with stationary electrode. From polarization 

and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy experiments, the protective efficiency was 

found to be in the 90–99% range for 72 hour pre-treatment. This protective property remains 

effective even one month immersion. EDS analysis showed the presence of the phosphorus on 

the steel surface, probably due to the presence of iron-PPA complex. 

 

Keywords: Pre-treatment, Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, Phenyl phosphonic Acid, 

Protective efficiency 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Concrete usually provides an excellent corrosion protection for reinforcing steel because its 

high alkaline environment results in the formation of a tightly adhering passive film, which 

protects steel from corrosion. However, chloride ions are considered as the major cause to 

shorten the lifetime steel reinforcement by corrosion together with the carbonation process. 

To minimize the corrosion processes, various procedures are proposed. Among them, the use 

of corrosion inhibitors was considered as a possible and cost effective solution [1-7]. 

Two approaches are generally used to evaluate the efficiency of inhibitors for concrete 

application; one uses simulated pore solution testing [8], and the other uses actual concrete or 

mortar specimens [9-11]. Both methods are sometimes used in conjunction [12]. 

Electrochemical techniques are actually used in both approaches. 

Simulated pore solutions usually employ a saturated calcium hydroxide solution [12-14] with 

or without chloride addition. This methodology allows evaluating rapidly the inhibitor 

efficiency and determining the simplified system the inhibition mechanisms. However, further 

tests in mortar and concrete are needed because the possible interaction of the inhibitor with 

the solid phases of the cement paste would modify the concrete properties. 

The molecules used to mitigate the corrosion of reinforcement steel contain generally 

phosphorus. They may be distinguished two groups; inorganic and organic. 

Inorganic inhibitors, such as sodium phosphate (Na3PO4) and sodium monofluorophosphate 

(Na2PO3F) were tested as corrosion inhibitors for steel reinforcement for concrete structure 

[15-20]. Those previous works have demonstrated that sodium phosphate inhibits pitting 

corrosion of steel in pore solution if its concentration is equal or higher than the chloride 

concentration [15]. However, its efficiency is partially lost in concrete. Sodium 
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monofluorophosphate also prevents or decreases the rate of reinforcement corrosion in the 

presence of chloride [18], and in the presence of carbonation [19, 20], but its efficiency 

depends on the method of application to concrete. 

Organic inhibitors such as nitrilotris(methylenephosphonic acid) was also tried as inhibitor 

and found to inhibit the cathodic reaction in a saturated Ca(OH)2 solution [21]. 

Hydroxyethylidene-diphosphonic acid was also considered as corrosion inhibitor with non-

toxicity in cooling water [22-25]. Phosphonic acids prevent the scale formation and corrosion 

process because of hydrolytic stability, ability to form complexes with iron [26-28]. 

Rajendran et al. [27] have concluded that, in solution, both the phosphonate group and the 

phenyl group of the phenyl phosphonic acid (PPA) are involved in the formation of a complex 

with Zn2+ and Fe2+on the one hand. On the other hand, in the solid state, only the phosphonate 

group of PPA is involved in the formation of a complex with Zn2+ and Fe2+. To et al. [29] 

have tested three phosphonate compounds as corrosion inhibitors of carbon steel in chloride 

media. The investigation has demonstrated that Ethyllaurylphosphonate (ELP) formed a 

protective film. This film was relatively thick, porous, and was identified as the Fe(ELP)2 

complex. 

It is also important to recall that the phosphate-based inhibitors are generally efficient for iron 

in alkaline medium, however these substances may combine with Ca2+ of the concrete before 

reacting with steel, and its protective effect is strongly jeopardized. This is the reason that 

these substances may be used as pre-treatment of reinforcement steel before embedding into 

the concrete. Our previous investigation [30] showed that the pre-treatment of steel rebars 

hinders the initiation of corrosion. The immersion of reinforcement rods during 7 days in 

0.5M Na3PO4 favours the formation of a passive layer on the steel surface, which is able to 

resist for longer period to the aggression of chlorides. Another study [16] demonstrated that 

the preventive method (pre-treatment) seems to be the better choice, since it leads to higher 
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impedance values and consequently to lower corrosion rates. The impregnation duration of 

steel in 0.5M Na3PO4 solution and the electrode rotation speed considerably influence the 

phosphate-based film resistance against corrosion. 

The present paper deals with the protective effect of phenyl phosphonic acid (C6H5P(O)(OH)2, 

PPA) used as pre-treatment solution against the corrosion reinforcement steel in a solution 

simulating interstitial electrolyte of concrete contaminated by seawater. The study was 

essentially performed by means of electrochemical techniques. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 

2.1 ELECTRODES AND ELECTROLYSING CELL 

A classic electrochemical cell with three-electrode configuration was used in this study: a 

platinum grid, a rotating disk of steel, and a saturated calomel electrode respectively as 

counter, working, and reference electrodes. 

The working electrode was made of cylinder rod of carbon steel (C ≈ 0.22 %) of 5 mm 

diameter. The lateral part was covered with a cataphoretic epoxy-amine base paint (PPG; 

WT724 + P962). First, the paint was electro-deposited cathodically at dc voltage of 180 V 

during 4 min, and then cured at 180 °C for 30 min. After that, the electrode was embedded 

into an epoxy resin (Buhler; Epoxycure), and worked out to a cylinder shape, the outer 

diameter of which was 21 mm. The cataphoretic coating allowed avoiding any infiltration of 

electrolyte between the metal and epoxy resin interface. Only the cross-section of the steel rod 

embedded in the epoxy resin was used to form a rotating-disk electrode. Just before each 

experiment, the electrode surface was abraded by emery-paper up to 1200 grade. 

2.2 CORROSION TEST SOLUTIONS 

The corrosion test solution was prepared with de-ionized water and reagent grade chemicals: 

saturated Ca(OH)2 + 0.5 M NaCl. This solution simulates the interstitial electrolyte of 
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concrete contaminated by seawater [31-36]. The solution pH of the corrosion test solution was 

13. 

The pre-treatment solution was a 0.1 M phenyl phosphonic acid (PPA). The pH of the 

phosphonic solution was 1.85. The working electrode was pre-treated during 24 or 72 hours in 

0.1 M PPA, and then transferred quickly to the corrosion test solution. The solution was not 

stirred and all electrochemical tests were performed at room temperature without purging the 

dissolved oxygen, but the electrochemical cell was closed tightly to minimize carbonation of 

the solution. 

2.3 ELECTROCHEMICAL TECHNIQUES 

2.3.1 Polarisation measurements 

The potentiodynamic polarisation curves were recorded using the Gamry instrument 

(PC4/300C). Each experiment was carried out with a freshly abraded electrode. Prior to the 

measurements, the electrode was left at the open-circuit conditions during 2 hours for 

sufficient potential stabilization. The potential sweep-rate was 10 mV s-1, and the disk rotation 

speed was 0, 500, or 1000 rpm. The potential sweep began from the potential slightly more 

anodic (ca. 20 mV) from the open circuit one (EOC) for the cathodic polarization curves. 

Conversely, anodic polarization curves were stated from ca. 20 mV more negative potential 

than EOC. 

2.3.2 Impedance measurements 

Impedance (EIS) measurements were performed by using the Gamry equipment (PC4/300C). 

The measuring frequency ranged from 100 kHz to 10 mHz with 5 points per decade using a 

10 mV (rms) sinusoidal potential perturbation. Experiments were performed in the 

potentiostatic mode at EOC. 
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Before any impedance measurements, unless otherwise indicated, the electrode was held at 

the open circuit conditions during 2 hours for the stabilization of the system with stationary 

electrode, that is, the disk rotation speed at Ω = 0. 

2.3.3 Electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance (EQCM) 

For electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance (EQCM) experiments, the iron was plated 

cathodically (electrodeposited iron) on a quartz crystal blade (6 MHz AT-cut) upon which a 

thin gold layer was vacuum deposited previously. The surface area of EQCM electrode was 

0.22 cm2. The quartz crystal electrode was fixed with electrical conducting glue on an epoxy 

resin reinforced by glass-fiber with electrical circuitry. The iron deposited surface was set 

outside, and a silicon sealant (Sodiema, Aracolle) allowed avoiding the solution leakage to the 

quartz backside [37]. 

For the gravimetric measurements, the results are presented as the mass variation with respect 

to time. The mass changes were derived from the observed frequency changes using the 

Sauerbrey equation [38]: 

mKf  s  (Eq. 1) 

f is the frequency change, m is mass change and Ks is the constant depending upon the 

oscillation frequency of the quartz. Ks was experimentally determined previously by the 

electrodeposition of copper  [39], and was equal to 52 Hz µg-1 cm2. 

After each test, the surface morphology of the electrode was examined by a scanning electron 

microscope (SEM; Leica Stereoscan 440), and elemental analyses were performed with EDS 

(Princeton Gamma-Tech). 
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 POLARIZATION CURVES 

Fig. 1 presents the anodic curves obtained for various rotation speeds for carbon steel without 

and with pre-treatment during 24 or 72 h in 0.1M PPA solution. 

<Fig. 1> 

For all cases, the polarisation curves exhibit a current plateau, clearly marked for the 

stationary electrode whereas just an inflexion point is revealed for the highest rotation speed. 

Beyond this plateau, a steep current increase was observed. The beginning of this current 

increase may correspond, in analogy to the passive metal, the critical pitting potential (Epit). 

This potential moves towards more cathodic potentials when the rotation speed decreases. 

As for the current density, except for the blank specimen at stationary electrode, it is 

essentially independent of the rotation speed, values ca. 2 to 3 µA cm-2. The longer the pre-

treatment period is, the lower the current plateau is. 

In the case of pre-treated steel (Fig. 1b and 1c), at the low anodic potential domain, the 

current density is lower compared with untreated specimens, suggesting that the treatment 

with PPA acts on the anodic active sites. 

Fig. 2 presents the variation of the corrosion potential (Ecorr), the pitting potential (Epit) and the 

width of the passive range (E = Epit – Ecorr) with respect to the pre-treatment duration in 

0.1 M PPA for different rotation speeds. 

<Fig. 2> 

It appears that Ecorr shifts towards more anodic direction when the rotation speed increases for 

untreated electrode. In contrast, for the electrode treated during 72 hours, Ecorr is the most 

negative for the rotation speed of 1000 rpm. Except this case, the longer is the pre-treatment 

period, the more positive Ecorr is whatever the electrode rotation speed. 
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As for Epit, the longer is the pre-treatment duration, the more positive this potential is, 

indicating the improvement of the carbon steel against the pitting corrosion. Besides, 

whatever the pre-treatment duration (24 or 72 hours), the increase of the electrode rotation 

speed moves the pitting potential (Epit) of steel towards more cathodic values. The increase of 

the rotation speed may destabilize the passive film by mechanical constraint, shearing effect, 

exerted on the electrode surface. 

Fig. 2c presents the width of the passive range (E) calculated from the difference between 

Epit and Ecorr (E = Epit – Ecorr). We remarked that E decreases when the electrode rotation 

speed increases. The largest passive range (~1V) was observed for the electrode pre-treated 

during 72 hours for stationary electrode. The narrowest passive domain was observed, on the 

contrary, for the fastest rotating electrode with untreated carbon steel electrode. 

The cathodic polarisation curves obtained for various rotation speeds for carbon steel without 

and with treatment during 24 or 72 hours in 0.1 M PPA solution are presented in Fig. 3. For 

blank specimens (untreated carbon steel), the curve exhibits a large diffusion plateau between 

ca -0.8 and -1.2 V. The height of this plateau is dependent on the electrode rotation speed. The 

diffusion plateau was assigned to the reduction of dissolved oxygen involving the transfer of 

4e- occurring on an almost uniformly active surface. 

The increase of the electrode rotation speed may increase the corrosion rate by two effects: 

 Due to a faster diffusion of the dissolved oxygen (electrochemical corrosion). 

 Due to the shearing by the fluid displacement (erosion). 

For pre-treated carbon steel (Fig. 3b and 3c), the current plateau observed no longer depends 

upon the rotation speed. Besides, the current plateau appears at less cathodic potentials than 

the case of the untreated electrode. This plateau can be related to the diffusion process 

through the surface film formed by iron oxide and PPA or the adsorption of PPA and does not 

seem to be limited by the mass transport. 
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By the comparison of Fig. 3a and 3b or 3c we observe a shift of Ecorr towards more anodic 

potentials. That is, the steady-state cathodic current density for the potential domain preceding 

the current plateau decreases for the pre-treated specimens. 

<Fig. 3> 

We have applied the Stern - Geary relationship, to evaluate the current density j at the open-

circuit potential [40]. 

j = jcorr·{exp[ba·(E-Ecorr)] – exp[bc (E-Ecorr)]} (Eq. 2) 

where ba and bc are the anodic and cathodic Tafel constant (V-1), respectively. 

The corrosion current density jcorr is then evaluated by a nonlinear regression calculation. The 

calculation was carried out between about 20mV to anodic and 50mV to cathodic from the 

corrosion potential [41]. Too wide potential range may induce a systematic error, because the 

system will no longer follow the Tafel law. The results of calculation are presented in Fig. 3d 

as an example for blank electrode at stationary conditions. It can be seen that the calculated 

(curve) and experimental data (open circles) overlap very well. The correlation coefficient R2 

was equal to 0.99993. 

The protective efficiency (PE) in percent was evaluated from the following equation: 

0

0

100(%)
corr

corrcorr

j

jj
PE


  (Eq. 3) 

where 0
corrj and corrj  denote the corrosion current densities for untreated and pre-treated 

specimens, respectively. The highest protective efficiency was obtained with the pre-treated 

electrode during 72 hours in 0.1 M PPA solution for stationary electrode (0 rpm); it reaches 

97%. 

We calculated also the Stern-Geary constant (B) by means of the following relationship: 

When E = Ecorr: 
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Table 1 summarizes the results of fitting calculations for other experimental conditions. In all 

cases, the cathodic Tafel constant bc remains essentially constant whereas the anodic Tafel 

constant ba becomes smaller for pre-treated carbon steel (24 or 72 hours). This phenomenon 

can be explained by desorption of the inhibitor [42]. 

The mean value of constant B , for the untreated carbon steel (blank), was 29.6 ± 0.6 mV. 

According to Andrade and al. [43], this value is characteristic of corrosion at active state. 

B value of pre-treated carbon steel was 48.7 ± 0.7 mV; for both duration of pre-treatment (24 

or 72 hours) corresponding to the corrosion at passive steel rebar, as attested by a small ba 

value [43]. This result is in agreement with that reported by Andrade et al. [44] and indicates 

the reliability of our results. 

<Table 1> 

3.2 ELECTROCHEMICAL IMPEDANCE SPECTROSCOPY 

For the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), only the results concerning stationary 

electrode without or with pre-treated during 72 hours in 0.1M PPA solution will be shown. 

3.2.1 Protective effect of pre-treatment 

The Fig. 4 shows the impedance spectra in Bode plots of carbon steel without treatment and 

treated during 72h in 0.1M PPA, obtained after 2 hours of potential stabilization period in the 

corrosion test solution,. A clear difference is observed between these two diagrams. 

For untreated carbon steel, log(|Z|) – log(f) curve shows the slope close to -0.5 for the 

frequency below 10 Hz, indicating the contribution of the diffusion impedance Zdif. For higher 

frequencies, in this figure, it seems a contribution of one parallel connection of resistance R 

and capacitance C. however, a parameter regression calculation showed two ladder R//C are 
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necessary to avoid a systematic error. As a whole, the equivalent circuit presented in Fig. 5a 

was used to reproduce the experimental results. 

In this figure, Re represents the solution resistance. Rt and Cdl stand for the charge transfer 

resistance and the double capacitance. RF and CF are associated to the redox process between 

Fe(II) ↔ Fe(III) in the passive layer. dl and αF account for the Cole–Cole dispersion of time 

constants [45] (Fig. 5a). The use of this type of electric circuit is common in corrosion studies 

of iron in alkaline media [45]. 

The impedance spectrum obtained with the pre-treated electrode is formed by one capacitive 

loop. The corrosion rate is decreased markedly, and as attested by Fig. 3b, the diffusion 

process no longer intervenes in the reaction kinetics. This is the reason that Zdif does not 

appear in the impedance spectrum. Besides, the pre-treatment makes the surface film much 

stable, and the redox process mentioned above is slowed down substantially, making the 

disappearance of RF and CF couple. Consequently, the diagram is adjusted with a simple 

equivalent electric circuit illustrated in Fig. 5b. 

The results of regression calculations with a simplex method for these two systems were 

overlaid on Fig. 4. The comparison of experimental and calculated spectra corroborates the 

adequacy of the equivalent circuit adopted. 

<Fig. 4> 

<Fig. 5> 

Table 2 shows the values obtained for the circuit elements. 

With the pre-treated carbon steel, the value of Cdl is markedly smaller corresponding to the 

presence of adsorbed inhibitor or the complex film formation. The charge transfer resistance 

Rt value increases dramatically for the pre-treated carbon steel, which indicates an efficient 

protective effect of pre-treatment on carbon steel corrosion in the solution simulating chloride 
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containing concrete medium. With Stern-Geary equation with Rt instead of Rp, the corrosion 

current density corrj  (Eq. 5), then the protective efficiency PE% (Eq. 3) were calculated [46]. 

t
corr R

B
j   (Eq. 5) 

The B value was that determined by the polarization curve and given in Table 1. The 

protective effectiveness is higher than 99%. Taking into account of a marked extrapolation to 

determine Rt for pre-treated specimen, this result is in good agreement with that obtained from 

polarisation studies. 

<Table 2> 

3.2.2 Effect of the immersion time 

Fig. 6 shows the time evolution of impedance spectra in the corrosion test solution for the 

stationary electrode without and with pre-treatment during 72h in 0.1M PPA. In the case of 

untreated carbon steel (Fig. 6a), the value of whole impedance modulus decreases 

considerably with time. Besides, as can be seen from the slope of log(|Z|) – log(f) curves close 

to -0.5 indicating the diffusion impedance below 1 Hz. This behaviour is characteristic of 

highly active corrosion with appearance and propagation of localized corrosion. 

For the pre-treated carbon steel (Fig. 6b), it appears that the phase shift remains high and all 

diagrams have similar shapes in Nyquit plot, not illustrated here. The impedance behaviour 

corresponds thus well to that of the passive electrode. They are formed all of them by only 

one capacitive branch as presented above (Fig. 4). The imaginary component increases with 

immersion time, that is, the interface capacitance decreases with time. We can conclude that 

in spite of chloride ions, the passive film increases its thickness because of highly alkaline 

medium and the film formed on steel surface during the pre-treatment reveals highly 

satisfactory inhibiting properties. Fig. 1c shows also clearly that Ecorr is much cathodic than 

Epit. The efficiency of this protective layer is therefore not altered with time. 
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<Fig. 6> 

3.3 GRAVIMETRIC MEASUREMENTS 

In this part, the mass and the potential change with respect to time of carbon steel without 

treatment or the pre-treated specimen (during 72h in a 0.1M PPA) in the corrosion test 

solution (Figs. 7 and 8) will be presented. 

In absence of treatment (Fig. 7), the mass decreases slightly (3 µg cm-2) for about 6 hours, 

then decreases continuously with time. As for the potential, it increases during one day, thus 

can be explained by the effect of highly alkaline medium to the passivation of metal. After 

two days of immersion, the potential decreases steeply and stabilizes at about -0.55 Vsce after 

three days immersion. This potential change is a signature of the beginning of a local attack of 

metal because the protective layer was damaged by chloride ions. This analysis is confirmed 

by a steep decrease of the electrode mass by EQCM data. 

On Fig. 8, the mass and potential changes during the pre-treatment period, 72 hours, are also 

presented. At 72 hours of immersion, the electrode was transferred into the corrosion test 

solution. During the pre-treatment (Fig. 8), it appears that the open-circuit potential increases 

continuously during the whole pre-treatment period. Beyond this period, the potential 

stabilizes in aggressive solution at about the 10th day. The mass of the products formed at the 

interface increases (at the moment of immersing sample after pre-treatment in testing 

solution): up to 70-100 µg/cm2. We think that this is related with the deposition of Ca-PPA 

complex. This mass increases with time revealing an improvement of the film formed on the 

steel surface. The observed fluctuations are owed to the temperature fluctuation 

corresponding to periods of day and night. Indeed, we did not use a thermostatically 

controlled cell. 

<Fig. 7> 

<Fig.8> 
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Figs. 9 and 10 present the surface morphology and the results of EDS analysis of the sample 

without and with pre-treatment, respectively, at the end of the test. In the case of blank 

sample, a local attack of the steel surface as pitting by chloride ions can be observed clearly. 

On the contrary, with pre-treatment, almost no corrosion is revealed; some precipitates (white 

heap in SEM picture) are appeared probably because of insufficient surface rinsing and this 

precipitate will be not highly soluble such as CaCO3. The EDS analysis showed the presence 

of the phosphorus, likely due to the formation of Fe - PPA complex. 

<Fig. 9> 

<Fig. 10> 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

To evaluate the protective effectiveness of pre-treatment by immersion of carbon steel 

reinforcement in 0.1M Phenyl Phosphonic Acid (PPA), various experimental methods were 

applied. The experiments were carried out in an aqueous electrolyte medium simulating 

interstitial concrete pore solution contaminated by seawater: 

1. Polarisation curves showed that the pre-treatment of carbon steel induces a decrease of the 

corrosion current density, and the corrosion potential shift towards more anodic direction. 

Therefore, the passive state of low carbon steel is improved substantially by the pre-

treatment. 

2. Impedance measurements provided information related to the formation and evolution of 

the protective layer. The pre-treatment of carbon steel during 72h in 0.1 M PPA solution 

allows the formation of an efficient protective layer on the surface against the corrosion of 

carbon steel in alkaline chloride media. The protective effectiveness is estimated higher 

than 99%. 
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3. Gravimetric measurements obtained by electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance 

(EQCM) show that the mass of the products formed at the interface increases with time 

revealing a thickening of the film formed on the steel surface. 

4. EDS analysis indicated the presence of the phosphorus on the steel surface, suggesting the 

presence of Fe - PPA complex. 
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Figure captions: 

Fig. 1: Anodic polarisation curves of the (a) untreated; (b) 24-hour and (c) 72-hour treated 

carbon steel in 0.1 M PPA and then transferred to the corrosion test solution. 

Fig. 2: Variation of the corrosion potential (Ecorr), the pitting potential (Epit) and (Epit – Ecorr) 

range with respect to the pre-treatment duration in 0.1 M PPA for different rotation speeds 

Fig. 3: Cathodic polarisation curves of the (a) untreated; (b) 24-hours and (c) 72-hours treated 

carbon steel (in 0.1M PPA) and then immersed in the corrosion test solution (d) the 

experimental and calculated j-E curves for untreated and stationary electrode. 

Fig. 4: EIS spectra of untreated and 72 hours pre-treated carbon steel then immersed during 2 

hours in the corrosion test solution. 

Fig. 5: Equivalent electrical circuit reproducing the results presented on Fig. 4 (a) for the 

untreated carbon steel (b) for pre-treated carbon steel. 

Fig. 6: Time change of impedance spectra of (a) untreated carbon steel (b) 72 h pre-treated 

steel in 0.1 M PPA; immersed in the corrosion test solution. Ω = 0 rpm. 

Fig. 7: Variation versus time of mass and potential of untreated carbon steel immersed in the 

corrosion test solution. 

Fig. 8: Variation versus time of mass and potential of carbon steel treated during 72h in a 

0.1 M PPA solution, then immersed in the corrosion test solution. 

Fig. 9: SEM picture and EDS analysis of the untreated sample at the end of electrochemical 

quartz crystal microbalance test. 

Fig. 10: SEM picture and EDS analysis of the 72h pre-treated sample in the end of 

electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance test. 
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Model: Stern-Geary
Equation: y = Ic*(exp(ba*(X-Ec))-exp(bc*(X-Ec)))
  

Chi^2/DoF = 1.503 10-18

R^2 =  0.9999
  

Ic 1.1008 10-7 ±2.7504 10-7

ba 18.388      ±0.0780
bc -16.682 ±0.0211
Ec -0.3632   ±0.0003

(d)

Fig. 3: 
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Table: 

Table 1: Results of regression calculation for the evaluation of corrosion parameters from 

cathodic potential scan data. 

 

 Ω/rpm Ecorr/V/ECS  jcorr/nA/cm2 PE(%) ba/V-1 bc/V-1 B/mV 

0 -0.36 110 - 18.4 -16 28.5 

500 -0.37 129 - 18.9 -13 30.5 Blank 

1000 -0.39 216 - 19.7 -13 29.9 

0 -0.27 6.76 93.9 4.73 -15 48.4 

500 -0.26 15.1 88.3 5.07 -15 49.2 24h  pre-treated 

1000 -0.32 19.4 91.0 5.43 -15 47.9 

0 -0.23 3.16 97.1 4.83 -16 47.4 

500 -0.23 11.6 91.0 5.17 -14 49.9 72h  pre-treated 

1000 -0.23 15.6 92.8 5.35 -15 48.7 

 

 

Table 2: Parameters obtained by fitting experimental impedance data presented in Fig. 4 

 

 
Rt  

(kΩ.cm2) 
Cdl  

(µF.cm‐2) 
RF 

 (kΩ.cm2) 
CF  

(mF.cm‐2) 
Rd  

(kΩ.cm2) 
d  
(s) 

jcorr  
(µA cm

‐2
) 

PE 
 (%) 

Untreated  7.53 210   11.5  35 16.5 14.80  3.78  ‐

pre‐treated  1700  25.1   ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐  0.03  99.2


